
What's next for me
as a teacher at NSB?

Visit REd + EduNorthants events
Want to be part of one of the local, regional or national Research Ed
events? Keep an eye out for the range of dates across the year and
request a ticket when there's one you'd like to attend.

Sign up for CCoT certified courses
Have the chance to complete the CCoT Certificate in Evidence- 
Informed Practice. Based online with the chance to specialise in 
specific research areas, you can build and demonstrate your expertise.

Deliver a session for T@NSB
Do you have an area of specialist interest? Do you want to develop
your wider school impact and deliver a training session to staff to help
improve student progress and share your expertise? Lead a session for
T@NSB to help all staff to engage with evidence-based practice.

Complete one of the new NPQs
The new suite of NPQs offers a wealth of opportunities for teachers
to develop their knowledge and skills in school leadership and
specialist areas of teaching practice. The range of NPQs is expanding
in 2022-23 so look for programmes that suit your CPD goals.

Membership to the CCoT
Staff can apply for free membership to the CCoT. As part of their
membership, staff will meet across the year to discuss the 'Impact'
journal and how to implement and share research-based practice.
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Being willing to do what it takes to 
be demonstrably more effective each year...



What's next for me as a
leader at NSB?

Curriculum Leadership
As part of our membership to the Curriculum Thinkers' Community,
you can network with other curriculum leaders to focus on the
priorities for your team and for you as a leader. Access the 'living
library' to find the resources and opportunities you need.

Take the opportunity to network
You can request to visit another school to collaborate and share best
practice across different settings and contexts - use the experience to
inform and shape your own practice and that of your team.

Build your leadership interests
Want to develop your understanding of what makes great leadership?
There are a huge range of books and publications that can help to
shape your understanding of leadership and how to enact change.
Look on Twitter/Johncatt Bookshop for inspiration and request a copy.

Complete one of the new NPQs
The new suite of NPQs offers a wealth of opportunities for leaders to
develop their knowledge and skills. You can choose to focus on
'leading teaching', 'leading teacher development' and 'leading
behaviour and culture'. Other specialist programmes are available.

Receive external coaching 
You will have the opportunity to engage with developmental and non-
judgemental coaching to support your leadership journey and discuss
the impact of your role and that of your team.
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Being willing to do what it takes to 
be demonstrably more effective each year...



Participate in the peer-review cycle
All staff will be part of the peer-review cycle - an opportunity to focus
on specific areas of T&L and develop a collaborative approach to
make deliberate changes to practice that support student outcomes.

Attend bespoke T@NSB events
Staff must attend the 5 T@NSB sessions throughout the year with time
also dedicated to the peer review cycle. These sessions will ensure a
focus on the 'best bets' in evidence-informed education.

Membership to the NC
All staff will be given unlimited access to The National College - a huge
online library of webinars and sessions that can support and enhance
your practice. Content covers a vast range of themes and subjects to
allow for more bespoke CPD opportunities.

Take ownership for your own PD
All staff are able to request courses that they feel can enhance their
expertise, particularly those that help to develop subject-specific
knowledge. If there's a book you feel could develop and enhance
your T&L, ask for a copy and we'll add it to the CPD library. 

What will all teaching
staff be offered at NSB?
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All staff will have access to 'We are in Beta' Curriculum Community - a 
website that allows staff to network with other teachers and leaders 
to share effective practice. You can also watch a whole host of 
subject-specific content from the annual Curriculum Thinkers' Week.

Being willing to do what it takes to 
be demonstrably more effective each year...


